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GANS
GOREDO Air Navigation Services (GANS)
is a limited liability company based in
Abu Dhabi, UAE.
Since its establishment in 2007, it has
specialized in providing a wide range of
technical services related to the field of
air navigation. GANS is active in both
the civil and government sectors and is
the only private sector air navigation
services provider in the region certified
by the UAE’s General Civil Aviation
Authority.

GANS is responsible for over 530,000
annual air traffic movements!
Therefore, we recognise it is of utmost
importance that air traffic management
systems are adequate and effective. We
offer a full array of services in relation to
air traffic management that will ensure
airport service providers run their day to
day operations in a smooth and practical
manner.

AERIAL ACTIVITIES MANAGEMENT
EXPERTS

AERIAL ACTIVITY
CONSULTANCY

The UAE plays host to many global events
which will typically have some aviation
component to manage.

 staff is highly trained and
is fully conversant with all facets of
aerial event activities.

Whether it is an airshow, fireworks display,
aerobatic display, fly past, parachuting or
air display, to manage all these activities
GANS is at the forefront of aerial event
management.

 has a diverse cross section of
subject matter experts that provide
planning oversight and on site
management of the events.

EXPERTISE IN SAFETY OVERSIGHT

DEPLOYABLE TOWER SERVICES

GANS has the expertise to ensure the safe
oversight and planning needed to ensure
every event is a complete success.
Supported by accredited postholders in
Safety Management and their specialist
teams, GANS in collaboration with the
Regulatory oversight of all UAE
Government entities ensures full
compliance with promulgated Civil Aviation
Regulations and Advisory Publications.
Safety is placed as the highest priority for
all the planning, implementation and
running of world class aviation events and
local aviation activities.

The ability to deploy towers remotely and
on site at any event provides a
professional operational working
environement for our well trained staff to
provide Air Traffic and Aviation Support
services at events throughout the United
Arab Emirates.
All the equipment is acceptable within
both civil and government operations
which allows interoperability with all
agencies.
Technical support is provided by our
own #*/ operatives ensuring an
uninterrupted delivery of service.

*$16 - SUPPORTING THE
UAE!

AERIAL ACTIVITIES
MANAGEMENT
EXPERTS

*$16 offers a complete range of
aerial activity management services
that includes:
Airshows
Flypasts
Parachuting
Fireworks and Laser Shows
Unmanned Aerial Systems Operations
Military Aerial Displays Aviation
Aviation Sporting Events

OUR VISION:
To be the air navigation
service provider of choice.
OUR MISSION:
To provide safe, efficient &
cost effective air navigation &
consultancy services.
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